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In an age of extremes and confusion, volatility 
and uncertainty we do well to reflect on 
and take strength from our own individual 

humanity as well as our collective humanity. 
One of the greatest challenges is working 
across conventional academic disciplines and 
internationally to answer global problems. In his 
inaugural speech, the new Vice Chancellor of the 
University of Cambridge gave the example of “the 
urgent dilemmas posed by the problems of global 
food security”. He argued that the combined efforts 
of engineers, geographers and mathematicians, 
plant and veterinary scientists, researchers in the 
humanities and social sciences will be needed to 
develop tools to predict future demands for energy, 
land and water, improve crop yields and livestock 
resilience to disease, analyse the political economy 
of food supply, land use and land ownership, and 
evaluate the role of political structures in the 
production and distribution of food. 

The work being undertaken by LASAR (the Learning 
about Science and Religion Centre) at Canterbury 
Christ Church University indicates interesting 
differences between men’s and women’s thinking; 
essentially girls enjoy and are very good at a 
multidisciplinary approach and bridging disciplines, 
seeing the practical application of theory within 
ethical situations. Clearly this bodes well for future 
employment!

Consequently, for these talents and preferences to 
shine we need a curriculum policy that recognises 
obvious and important bridges between disciplines 
including the humanities and sciences. Every 
student is making choices about careers and how 
to live her life – but she makes those choices in 
light of what we teach her and how we empower 
her. We need to be helping our girls develop ‘applied 
creativity’ – a blend of discovery, invention and 
innovation – and a willingness ‘to try new ideas’. 
Teaching our girls to think like a geographer or an 
historian or a social scientist has never been more 
important. In this way not only do we teach the 
girls subject knowledge and skills but we shape 

their minds and hearts so that some of them will 
feel inspired to continue particular aspects of the 
humanities and social sciences to degree level and 
thereafter be further equipped to pursue careers 
which will no doubt overlap the inevitably rather 
superficial boundaries between these academic 
disciplines, as they seek to answer pressing 
questions to solve problems that need addressing 
for the greater good.

Taking what is needed at national policy level and 
shaping it to what can be achieved at school level, 
we are thinking very carefully indeed about our 
approach to Teaching & Learning and are one of 
the first UK schools to introduce High Performance 
Learning (HPL) methods.

In this issue of Accolade, you can read an article 
by Dr Andy Flint, who oversees HPL in the Senior 
School, about what a typical HPL History lesson 
looks like. Additionally, Mrs Kate Latham, our 
Director of Teaching & Learning reflects on common 
elements, skills and interests across the humanities. 
You will also gain further insight from various 
members of our community, including: Mr Matthew 
O’Reilly (Head of Juniors); Head of our humanities 
departments; current students, about what 
they most enjoy in their studies including trips, 
conferences and projects which deliberately allow 
them to ‘poke the box’ through creating classrooms 
with ‘thin walls’; and alumnae who have chosen to 
read humanities at degree level.

Every student is making 
choices about careers and 
how to live her life – but she 
makes those choices in light 
of what we teach her and 
how we empower her. 



Dr Alison Gundy – 
Head of History & 
Politics
What was your favourite 
subject at school? 
History! Specifically Mediaeval 
History, the Wars of the Roses, 
and the Tudors. I grew up in 

Warwickshire and my Grandma took me to Warwick 
Castle when I was six or seven. I became really 
interested in castles – exploring the structures and 
finding out who had lived there. 

You didn’t know when you were at school that 
you would become a teacher – so what did you 
initially do after school and when did you decide 
to teach? 
I had thought I might be a journalist, or an actress, 
or a historical researcher, and for my first degree I 
read English Literature and Mediaeval History at the 
University of St Andrews. I continued my studies 
at Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, undertaking 
an MPhil and PhD. In the summer after completing 
my MA I worked at Warwick Castle as a costumed 
interpreter – dressed as a mediaeval seamstress – 
and I returned after my PhD to do likewise. It was 
this experience of sharing my passion for the history 
of the area with groups of school students that first 
inspired me to consider teaching and so I undertook 
a History PGCE at the University of Cambridge. 

What is your favourite topic to teach? 
I get to teach about Queen Elizabeth I, which I love. 
As a woman in a man’s world, she made it against 
the odds to rule for 45 years. As a young princess, 
she even survived arrest and interrogation in the 
Tower of London on suspicion of treason. As Queen, 
she successfully implemented a period of relative 
stability in England and largely avoided the religious 
turmoil seen across Europe in that period. 

What do you find most interesting about your 
subject? 
That History is not dead or in the past – it is still 
relevant today as we try to challenge our imagination 
to understand why someone might have thought or 
acted in a particular way, by looking at what’s around 
us now, and being able to consider how this might in 
turn shape the future. 

What is your favourite trip? 
I enjoy them all, but our Year 10 and Year 11 trip to 
Berlin is probably the one that we get the most out 
of. It’s one thing to teach about and show pictures of 
something historical, but quite another to go and see 
these places first-hand.  

How do you think your subject prepares young 
people for life? 
Being critical is an incredibly valuable skill that 
humanities subjects develop by always requiring 
you to look beyond what is obvious. History teaches 
you to dig deeper, ask questions and think critically. 
It’s also necessary to synthesise information and be 
able to argue, and have confidence in your argument, 
which are key skills that will serve students well in life 
beyond education. 

What has given you the biggest sense of 
achievement in your career? 
It has to be the lightbulb moment – when you’ve 
been working with a student and they ‘get it’. 
Whether they’ve mastered writing a really clear 
paragraph, or coming up with an idea or explanation 
that you might never have thought of yourself! 

If you could tell your younger self one thing to bear 
in mind, to explain or inspire, what would it be? 
To keep plugging away at writing essays! I always 
loved what I was learning about, but I really struggled 
to put my arguments down on paper and tended to 
‘tell the story’. Eventually, I started reading more 
widely, and thinking and planning more carefully. 
Writing essays then became easier when I did start 
drafting as I had a clearer idea of what it was I 
wanted to say.  

What topic was your dissertation on? 
For my MPhil, I researched a 15th century Earl 
of Warwick, Richard Beauchamp and this gave 
me the idea for my PhD to research his father, 
Thomas Beauchamp. I wanted to find out why he 
had rebelled against King Richard II after having 
been loyal. Piecing it all together and publishing 
information that people didn’t previously have 
access to was a great experience: my PhD was, 
over 10 years, turned into a book published by 
Cambridge University Press – Richard II and the 
Rebel Earl. I also became an examiner and this, 
in turn, led to being invited to author a further two 
books – this time A Level History textbooks.
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We asked our Heads of Departments a few questions about their 
favourite topics and the best bits of teaching humanities.

Miss Fleur Spore – 
Head of Geography
What was your favourite 
subject at school?  
It was actually both Geography 
and History – I loved both 
teachers who were really 
enthusiastic – the lessons were 

so enthralling. I am still in touch with my History 
teacher who is now 92 years old!

You didn’t know when you were at school that 
you would become a teacher – so what did you 
initially do after school and when did you decide 
to teach? 
I had, at different times, decided I would be a 
beach comber, a writer or poet, and a teacher. I 
read Geography at the University of Cambridge 
and, afterwards, I was offered a job in the foreign 
office but I realised I wouldn’t be well suited to a 
life of official secrets, and so I spent another year 
in Cambridge undertaking a PGCE, and I started 
teaching Geography and PE here in 1983. 

What is your favourite topic to teach? 
I really enjoy it all! Physical and human geography 
are both so interesting; plate tectonics is perhaps the 
most dramatic; and meteorology does what it says on 
the tin and always ‘adds up’ so it’s very satisfying to 
teach because students get that light bulb moment 
when it all makes sense.  

What is your favourite trip? 
The Sixth Form trip to Iceland. The environment is so 
amazing. Being able to climb on a glacier for half a 
day with a guide and with no altitude sickness is not 
something you can easily do anywhere else. That’s 
my favourite part but then there’s also the volcanic 
features/landscapes, the coast line, the blue lagoon, 
the corporate nature of the society and the friendliness 
of the people, the hot springs, the waterfalls and the 
northern lights, which are just simply the best, most 
amazing natural phenomenon to see.

What do you find most interesting about your 
subject? 
That we are (hopefully) developing geographers of the 
future who have the enthusiasm to take the planet 
seriously and look after it. 

How do you think your subject prepares young 
people for life? 
Geography provides a whole range of skills – that’s 
the real strength of the subject – such as numeracy, 
logical thinking, evaluation, articulation, being robust 
outdoors and developing a conscience about the way 
we live our lives.

What has given you the biggest sense of 
achievement in your career? 
When six of our Upper Sixth students went off to 
read Geography in the same year – also when I met 
a former student who now teaches Geography in a 
local school (and runs the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award 
Scheme, another of my passions). I love feeling like 
I’m passing on the baton! 

If you could tell your younger self one thing to bear 
in mind, to explain or inspire, what would it be? 
To remember that you don’t know the impact you 
might be having on someone at the time, and it’s 
often only months or even years later - or sometimes 
never - that you learn how you positively affected 
someone’s life. I so enjoy hearing from former 
students about a particular conversation I might 
have had with them that was the turning point in 
a decision to study Geography, or to teach, or to 
become a nurse, for example. 

What topic was your dissertation on? 
The title of my dissertation was “The role of the pig in 
the agricultural economy of the Southern Highlands 
province, Papua New Guinea”, and it was a fantastic 
experience spending six weeks there weighing pigs 
and crops and learning about the culture. In Neo 
Melanesian pidgin English there are no personal 
pronouns because everything is shared! Neighbours 
eat together, farm together, raise children together 
in a community and sincerely care for each other 
through good times and bad. The pig is absolutely 
vital as a store of food as crops can’t easily be stored 
in the humid climate – yet no one family can eat 
an entire pig either so it is shared at massive feasts 
– and so the pig articulates society. People show 
appreciation and generosity by slaughtering a pig, 
help each other out and celebrate occasions by 
slaughtering a pig – it is a mobile bank balance, a food 
store, insurance against difficulty and a way of giving 
gifts. The pig is everything that makes society work!



Mr Reg Quirk – Head 
of social sciences 
and teacher of 
Psychology
What was your favourite 
subject at school?  
In winter, it was rugby; in the 

classroom, probably Biology.

You didn’t know when you were at school that 
you would become a teacher – so what did you 
initially do after school and when did you decide 
to teach? 
I initially went to a theological college, and then 
studied some more. I qualified as a teacher in 
the late 80s and then moved to Cambridge to 
teach at a House of Theological Studies (mostly 
New Testament Greek). I then taught Religious 
Studies and Psychology at King’s Ely in the 90s, 
before returning to the theological house, but the 
experience of teaching in a school, and especially 
A Level, made me want to return to it, and I was 
delighted to do so four years ago to St Mary’s 
School, Cambridge. 

What is your favourite trip?  
Each year we go to a conference in London to hear 
the most famous psychologists on the planet speak.  
When you have read about them for so many years, 
it is interesting to see and hear them in person.

What do you find most interesting about your 
subject? 
The big questions it raises, about being human, 
questions about nature and nurture or free will 
and determinism. My background is in cognitive 
psychology, and I do enjoy the experimental 
aspects of the subject. We run really good 
experiments and manage to capture a lot of 

meaningful data, which is interesting to analyse 
– it’s quite exciting really being able to draw 
conclusions from our own data!

How do you think your subject prepares young 
people for life? 
Psychology develops a deeper understanding of 
people – in the ways that we are all the same, and 
also the ways we are all different – which cannot 
really be underestimated. 

What has given you the biggest sense of 
achievement in your career? 
When I first came to St Mary’s School, Cambridge, 
someone I used to teach was working here and she 
still remembered me! It’s rewarding to know that 
what we do leaves a lasting impression. 

If you could tell your younger self one thing to 
bear in mind, to explain or inspire, what would 
it be?  
That the obvious answer is not always the right one, 
and often there isn’t a right one.

What topic was your dissertation on? 
I took an MPhil with a dissertation titled “The 
enthronement image from the Psalms in the 
Book of Revelation”! For my Psychology degree I 
specialised in Cognitive Development and Research 
Methodology.

Psychology develops a deeper 
understanding of people – in 
the ways that we are all the 
same, and also the ways we 
are all different – which cannot 
really be underestimated. 

Which subjects actually count as humanities 
subjects is itself a matter of debate. The 
usual definition applied to humanities 

subjects is that they employ subjective and rational, 
rather than objective and empirical, methods to 
understand the human world.

Subjects that have traditionally been included at our 
school in the list of humanities are Business Studies, 
Classical Civilisation, Economics, Geography, History, 
Politics, Psychology and Religious Studies. There is 
an argument for including Art, English Literature and 
Drama under the humanities umbrella, but given that 
these subjects focus as much on artistic expression 
of the human condition, as well as the understanding 
and analysis of it, they are perhaps more usefully 
described as arts rather than humanities. 

Definitions aside, there is a great purpose to 
studying the humanities and they bring such a lot 
to individual learners as well as the wider school 
community. Firstly, humanities concern themselves 
with some of the biggest questions: ‘Why do people 
behave this way?’, ‘How do they interact with each 
other?’, ‘How do people interpret the world around 
them?’ and ‘What kind of political, social and 
cultural institutions do they form?’.

Through exploration of these big issues our 
students gain essential life skills: they learn how to 

think creatively and critically, and to apply reason. 
These skills allow them to gain new insights into 
everything from poetry and paintings, to business 
models and politics.

Also of great importance are the contributions that 
the humanities can bring to an understanding of 
the diversity of the modern world and the variety of 
human experience. For example, study of the past 
can give insights into current political structures; 
study of Psychology might offer understanding 
of and empathy for different patterns of human 
behaviour; and study of Geography might 
explain different regions’ attitudes to solving 
different environmental problems. In this way 
the humanities can help shape students into 
empathetic, compassionate and tolerant 21st 
century citizens, with the tools to imagine and 
shape the future.

Perhaps most importantly we believe that the 
study of the humanities develops students’ ability 
to ask questions as much as to answer them, and 
that these subjects are central to our mission of 
unlocking the curiosity, creativity and confidence 
of all our students.
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What are humanities?
Put simply, the study of humanities is the study of people and 
how they have shaped and continue to shape our world and 
experience. We believe that the study of humanities builds our 
students as citizens and develops in them the skills that they 
require for success in the 21st century.

Mrs Kate Latham, Director of Teaching & 
Learning and teacher of History and Politics

Sixth Form Psychology students meet Professor Elizabeth Loftus at the 2017 conference



bird’s eye view. The girls took bird’s eye view photos 
of objects in the classroom and visitors were able to 
guess what they were. 

The final exhibit centred on the girls’ work on 
Antarctica and included an experiment to show how 
the majority of an iceberg is below the surface of the 
water. They told the very sad story about Captain 
Robert Falcon Scott and what happened to him at 
the South Pole. Through this work they learnt that 
we find out about the past from a variety of different 
things that have been left behind, for example, diaries 
and paintings from the time. Visiting the Scott Polar 
Museum in Cambridge gave the girls an opportunity 
to look at objects from the past and talk about what 
they may have been used for. 

Year 4
In the first half of the Autumn Term the Year 4 
topic is chocolate! Pupils learn about the history of 
chocolate and the Mayan culture (History), modern 
production of cocoa and Fairtrade (Geography), read 
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory as their book 
study (English), build ‘gobstopper runs’ (STEM), 
and are visited by local children’s book illustrator, 
Debbie Bellaby, to learn more about drawing in the 
style of Quentin Blake. 

To develop their humanities skills in particular, the 
girls conduct an in depth study into the history of 
chocolate. This term the girls have begun creating 
their own scripts to re-enact the story of the famous 
meeting between Montezuma II and Heran Cortez 
in 1519. The girls also conduct individual projects 
researching how the Mayans and Aztecs used 
chocolate, the history behind how it came into the 
hands of the Spanish, and eventually how it came 
to Britain.

Year 5
Year 5 pupils recently ‘went to court’! Robin Hood 
had been accused of stealing from the wealthy 
community in Nottingham, and a group of witnesses 

– as well as formidable lawyers – were brought 
together to argue the case. Pupils were presented 
with the challenging task of forming and presenting 
arguments to either defend or prosecute Robin 
Hood for his crimes, using the wider context of the 
historical period to inform their arguments. A strict 
judge kept order in the court, while parents and Year 
4 pupils served their time as jury members. While 
both sides made convincing arguments, you will 
(probably) be pleased to hear that Robin Hood was 
officially declared innocent.

Year 6
At the beginning of the year, Year 6 pupils study 
a Victorian topic, looking at the coronation of 
Queen Victoria. Starting in English lessons, Charles 
Dickens’ Oliver Twist leads the way. The girls watch 
a clip from the film and start to imagine that they 
are eyewitnesses during the infamous request, 
“Please sir, can I have some more?”.

As part of the Year 6 to Year 7 transition 
programme, the Year 6 pupils spent a morning at 
the Senior School in September and experienced 
a number of lessons ‘as Senior School students’. 
In the History lesson, Dr Gundy invited the girls to 
work together as history detectives, using clues to 
discover new things about the past. The girls were 
each given a folder with a few pictures in. They 
were not provided with any information about what 
would be in the folders, so the task was to learn as 
much as possible from the pictures themselves. 
Some suggested ‘starting point’ questions that the 
group could reflect on were ‘Would you like to live 
in this period?’ and ‘Can you guess which period 
they are living in?’. Spotting the Colosseum and the 
clothing of a gladiator, one group recognised the 
Roman period, while another noticed the ‘weird’ 
bicycles to accurately identify the Victorian era – 
“Of course, it’s Victorian!”. 
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Mr Matthew O’Reilly, Head of Juniors

We aim to teach in this cross-curricular and 
creative way so that pupils are able to 
see the way that different disciplines are 

connected – and the girls often do not realise when 
they are in a History, Geography, English, Art, or 
STEM lesson, for example, as they are simply learning 
about the many different aspects of a particular 
topic – you can see as follows some examples of 
recent topics undertaken by different year groups. In 
this way we ensure the girls are excited and enthused 
by their topic and see themselves as experts by the 
end of the half term. Their learning is not simply a 
linear path with skills, lesson objectives and targets 
to reach but a fascinating journey through a topic 
whilst learning and applying key subject skills 
without always realising.

Year 1
Year 1 pupils learn about Antarctica in the Spring 
Term and read The Owl and the Pussycat by Edward 
Lear, and conclude the term’s topic by presenting 
their work to their parents in a class assembly; 
in March 2017 the girls decided to turn their 
classroom into a museum. The museum’s exhibits 
included the girls’ learning in Science, Art, English, 

History, Geography, Mandarin and Computer 
Science, and in presenting their work the girls 
became ‘curators’ and enjoyed wearing labels with 
their names and job titles, speaking audibly and 
fluently about their work. 

In addition to showcasing the electronic storybooks 
the girls created in Computer Science lessons, based 
on The Owl and the Pussycat, the girls presented 
their knowledge about owls and penguins in two of 
the museum exhibits. The girls were very excited 
to welcome into school four owls from the Raptor 
Foundation (with their handler), and were able to 
relate much of their learning to the animals they 
could then see first-hand. The girls also learnt about 
where penguins live, what they eat, and their life 
cycle, and made models of penguins in their Art 
lessons, showing the penguins in a huddle. In English 
the girls read Jill Tomlinson’s book, The Penguin Who 
Wanted to Find Out, about Otto the penguin, and 
enjoyed writing their own penguin stories. The girls 
also made papier-mâché versions of the Bong Tree 
Islands (where the owl and the pussycat sail to, to 
find the pig with the ring at the end of his nose), and 
were able to show how a map could be drawn as a 

Junior School humanities are taught through our unique topic-
based Creative Curriculum, rather than as discrete subjects. Each 
year group focuses on a different topic every half term, and the girls 
learn the range of disciplines through the lens of their chosen topic. 

  SPotlight on: 

Junior School humanities

While both sides made convincing 
arguments, you will (probably) be 
pleased to hear that Robin Hood 
was officially declared innocent.



This query is very often followed by a 
recollection from the questioner’s childhood 
of apparently dull lessons consisting of 

reciting and remembering dates of monarchs’ reigns 
or facts about obscure international treaties. 

Fortunately, History lessons have changed a great 
deal. Today we ask students to analyse, to be 
creative and to make links between topics and 
periods. Students are challenged to make their own 
personal judgements and also to apply them to the 
world in which they live today. The same is true 
across the humanities and you can read more about 
some of the topics covered over the following pages. 

Modern History lessons, 
then, are a perfect fit for the 
school’s High Performance 
Learning (HPL) approach. At 
the core of HPL is the central 
premise that outstanding 
outcomes are possible for 
all students, not only those 
who would previously have 
been classed as ‘gifted’. 
The HPL framework is built around nurturing 
Advanced Cognitive Performance characteristics 
(ACPs) and Values, Attitudes and Attributes (VAAs) 
in all students – for more background information 
on HPL please read Charlotte Avery’s recent blog 
Outstanding outcomes are achievable by all 
students in the blog section on our website. In this 
article I want to unpack in a little more detail how 
our students begin to take on these characteristics 
(ACPs), and how learning about humanities supports 
the creation of these traits (VAAs).

A History classroom provides the perfect 
environment for HPL because it encourages 
students to see the complexity of the world. 
Very few historical questions can be understood 
as simple cases of right or wrong, and so we 
encourage students to analyse at a deep level 
and to ask questions that take them beyond a 
superficial understanding. For example, students 
analysing the outbreak of a war might look at 
maps, government reports and speeches from the 
time, comparing and drawing links from a range of 
materials to develop a nuanced picture. A lesson 
about the Great Depression might invite students 

to draw links between 
economic statistics, 
graphs of national debt or 
policy statements from 
international bankers. This 
international perspective 
would then be compared 
with diary extracts from 
unemployed workers, 
destitute pensioners and 
bankrupt business owners, 

to enable students to move beyond a statistical 
analysis to develop a more sophisticated awareness 
of the human cost of global economic problems. 

From these examples it is clear to see that 
within History lessons students take on an 
interdisciplinary approach, and HPL encourages 
this further by driving students to draw links 
with their learning in other subjects. Students 
employ skills developed in their Mathematics 
lessons to evaluate statistics about the impact of 

women workers in WWI factories. Using knowledge 
acquired in Geography lessons, students are able 
to draw on weather patterns to help understand 
why the Spanish Armada failed. Students are also 
encouraged to think critically and ask questions 
about reliability of sources, such as: ‘Which type 
of sources are the most valuable?’, ‘How useful are 
letters from the time as a source for historians?’, and 
‘What are the problems of using sources like these?’.

Most of all, an enquiring, investigative and creative 
mind-set is encouraged. A lesson about Nazi 
Germany and World War II might be expected to 
start in 1933, and focus on the rise of Hitler. Instead, 
a HPL lesson about Nazi Germany and the rise of 
Hitler might start with a picture of the devastation 
of Berlin in 1945 and a search for answers about 
‘How did this happen?’, or ‘Who was responsible?’. 
Students would decide what questions the picture 
inspired - perhaps: ‘What should be done to help the 
refugees?’, ‘Where should they live?’, ‘How should 
the cities be rebuilt?’, and ‘Who should take over 
the government?’. They might be asked to play 
a range of roles and consider, for instance: ‘How 
might answers to these questions be different if you 
were an American soldier, or a German citizen, or 
a Jewish victim of Nazi terror, or a Russian general 
whose country had lost 30 million people during the 
war?’. By asking questions such as this, and working 
backwards to understand how events develop and 
people of a particular time interacted within and 
across communities, learning becomes much more 
relevant to the world than simply memorising 
historical facts. HPL also encourages students to 
see learning as a collaborative experience and, by 

taking on these different perspectives, they can 
work together to come up with answers to many of 
the questions posed.  

A key aspect of HPL is to encourage in students a 
concern for global society and so they might reflect 
on and discuss what lessons can be learned from 
events in history as they unpack them. Continuing 
with the focus on WWII, they might consider: ‘What 
does it tell us about the dangers of discrimination 
and intolerance, when a minority becomes a 
scapegoat for the problems of the majority, or when 
political leaders seek to undermine the democratic 
process?’, or ‘How should we deal with war criminals: 
how should they be punished?’. They might even 
be asked to take the perspective of someone who 
had voted for the Nazi party, in order to better 
understand what motivated them. 

Higher Education institutions and employers alike 
have long asked for students to be able to move 
beyond the ability to recall facts or simplistic 
judgements and to develop the skills of analysis, 
interdisciplinary linking, creativity, working 
effectively with peers and being able to come to 
considered, confident judgements. This is the crux 
of what HPL is about and it is a joy 
to see students in our humanities 
classrooms developing these skills, 
characteristics and attributes, all 
of which will help them to succeed 
now and in the future.   
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Using knowledge acquired 
in Geography lessons, 

students are able to draw 
on weather patterns to 

help understand why the 
Spanish Armada failed.

One question that I am often asked at school Open Days or at 
parents’ evenings is ‘What do you actually do in History lessons?’. 

Dr Andy Flint, teacher of 
History and Politics and High 
Performance Learning lead

Year 6 pupils spent the morning at the Senior School in September and worked as history detectives



appeasement, which resulted in some interesting 
points being made about the context at the time. 
Clara W. pointed out that, with WWI in recent memory 
“you can understand their desperation to avoid war”. 
Eden H. explained that, actually, “Britain and France 
wouldn’t have been able to afford war, with the 1929 
crash and high levels of unemployment, so it was a 
sensible delay tactic”, and Jess L. also highlighted 
that “at the time Britain and France thought Hitler 
would have been a useful ally against communism 
which was seen as the number one threat – it was 
only in hindsight that people recognised Hitler for 
the threat he posed”.

While all of the above are sensible and evidence-
based arguments, the girls also recognised that the 
arguments against appeasement were, in the main, 
the evidence that Hitler gained too much freedom, 
which enabled him to become more ambitious 
and to start breaking down the terms of the Treaty 
of Versailles, take over land that had never been 
Germany’s (Sudetenland), and to ask for even more 
when when Prime Minister Chamberlain attempted 
to negotiate. As Clara pointed out, “looking back we 
know we shouldn’t give in to demands of dictators”. 
The closing question posed was whether Britain and 
France should bear appeasement in mind in their 
corporate memory, and whether the two countries 
ought to take a share of the blame. 

Berlin trip
GCSE students visit Berlin over the Easter break 
of Year 10, and see sites of historical significance 
that support their learning about Weimar, Nazi and 
Cold War Germany. They will see the Reichstag 
building, which was the seat of the Weimar Republic 
government until it was seized by the Nazis in 1933; 
the Berlin Wall; the 1936 Olympic stadium, which 

one student said was very grand and an example 
of Nazi propaganda; Sachsenhausen concentration 
camp, which was a Nazi concentration camp used 
primarily for political prisoners from 1936 to the 
end of the Third Reich in May 1945; and the Berlin-
Hohenschönhausen Memorial. Nicole T. said: “I 
loved it! We got to explore topics that we hadn’t yet 
covered in class, so when we came to study them it 
felt more like revision, as we had an understanding 
already”.

A Level
A Level teaching and learning becomes more of 
a collaborative environment for the girls, with 
CloudBase playing a vital role in encouraging the 
students to work on planning and structuring essays 
together, in one document. Lessons are taught in a 
style that complements university style learning and 
the girls are sometimes given reading with structured 
note-taking prior to lessons, and then come to class 
ready to discuss with each other what they have read. 

Sixth Form students study the Cold War in Europe, 
as well as looking at the Tudors, Civil Rights in the 
United States, and discrimination and equal rights. 
The girls are focusing on the Cold War from 1941 to 
1995 and looking particularly at the significance of 
Stalin in Berlin. Lower Sixth students are studying the 
Tudors and, in a similar way to the Year 9 students’ 
‘little books’, the girls are working on presenting their 
knowledge in condensed form – this time as cartoon 
strips. The girls have 10 words to work with for each 
of the six boxes they are illustrating, and the focus of 
these cartoon strips is the two rebellions that they are 
currently studying – both in 1549, Kett’s rebellion and 
the Western rebellion.
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Year 8
Year 8 students have this term written letters to 
the National Portrait Gallery about the sale of 
cushions depicting Henry VIII’s face, and whether 
this is appropriate, and then written Mary Tudor 
obituaries. The girls looked at whether she deserves 
her nickname of ‘bloody Mary’ and produced two 
obituaries, one from a Protestant and one from a 
Catholic view point, to show how different religious 
groups viewed her very differently. From here they 

have begun to explore how Queen Elizabeth I dealt 
with the situation she inherited from Mary Tudor: 
the country swinging from one religious extreme to 
another under previous rulers (Protestantism and 
Catholicism), with Elizabeth’s immediate predecessor 
Queen Mary burning non-Catholic ‘heretics’, and 
Elizabeth herself having been brought up as a 
protestant. Students focus on via media or the 
‘middle way’, which was a set of religious rules that 
Elizabeth established to try to find a compromise that 
would keep the whole country happy, incorporating 

elements of Catholic tradition alongside elements of 
the Protestant faith. The girls considered which parts 
of via media would please who and then searched for 
evidence to show whether it was successful or not. 
At the time people didn’t believe that women could 
successfully rule a country, and so the girls also 
reflected on how Elizabeth’s 45-year reign was by no 
means insignificant, and in fact was one of the most 
influential throughout history. 

Year 9
Women in history is a theme that continues 
throughout the school and Year 9 students have 
been learning about the suffragette movement 
this term. The movement is a fascinating topic to 
cover and allows the girls to bring their studies into 
the context of the modern day. In lessons, the girls 
have been linking the journey the suffragettes took 
whilst campaigning for equal rights, in particular the 
right to vote, to modern issues, such as the gender 
pay gap. The girls are currently collecting all the 
information they have gathered to date and are 
writing ‘little books’ – miniature textbooks, on small 
pages, with a limited word count, which encourages 
them not only to review their learning but also to be 
succinct and efficient in relaying their knowledge to 
others. This is an essential skill which will come in 
handy when the time comes for them to write timed 
or word restricted essays.

GCSE
Year 11 students are currently studying World War 
II and considering Hitler’s rise to power. The girls 
have been arguing for and against the policy of 
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In lessons, the girls have 
been linking the journey 
the suffragettes took whilst 
campaigning for equal rights, 
in particular the right to vote, 
to modern issues, such as the 
gender pay gap. 

A hop through History

Dr Alison Gundy, Head of History & Politics

Head of History & Politics Dr Alison Gundy takes us on 
a hop through the study of History in the Senior School 
and Sixth Form.

Verity O., Lower Sixth student studying 
History, Geography and Art
History is an inspiring and fascinating subject that 
really excites me. I am particularly interested in 
modern history as I enjoy learning about recent 
historical events and their impact on society today. 
I enjoyed studying Nazi Germany and the rise of 
Hitler last year, as it is a fascinating period which is 
also complementary to our studies of the Cold War 
in Lower Sixth. Learning about the Cold War with 
Dr Flint has inspired me to learn more outside of the 
classroom. With it being so recent, a vast number of 
people who lived through the period are still alive and 
have seen the transformation of society since, which 
is an exciting thought. 

I will admit to finding World War II more interesting 
than World War I. The use of more sophisticated 

technology and the vast cultural progression during 
and following World War II are more prominent and 
the Arms Race and the balancing act of nuclear 
weapons each country had to endure is also a 
captivating issue that we are learning more about. 
The cultural developments that blossomed post 
World War II, particularly in Berlin, are such inviting 
topics to learn about. With the conflicting sides of 
the Berlin wall, and later on its fall, it is intriguing 
to see the musical progression that was happening, 
the fashion statements people were making and 
the secret culture people were building behind the 
scenes. The trip to Berlin was my favourite – we went 
to a nuclear bunker they would have used if anything 
was to happen which was really interesting to see. 
We also visited a death camp, which puts things into 
perspective – it was a tough afternoon, but important 

Student profiles



Politics during a time of 
seismic change

Just over two years ago, we had become used to 
a political landscape where the political ‘rules’ 
seemed fairly clear. Since then, those ‘rules’ 

have changed dramatically; from Brexit to the recent 
events in Catalonia, from the 2016 presidential 
election in the USA to our own 2017 snap election, 
political change has moved in often unpredictable, 
and sometimes dizzying, ways. The question is, how 
have these events engaged young people and how 
can we, as teachers, help our students make sense of 
these new political realities?

A recent YouGov poll following the 2017 election, 
which was based on a survey of just over 52,000 
people, found that political engagement amongst 
young people has increased. The poll found that 
57 percent of 18 and 19 year olds cast a vote in the 
general election; however, this statistic disguises 
the wider and more worrying trend of non-
participation amongst younger voters. At our school 
we aim to address this by encouraging school-wide 
participation and engagement in the political 
issues of the day. The students of today have 
the capacity to become the voters and leaders of 
tomorrow and it is our job to give them the political 
literacy to be able to do this and make sense of the 
new political landscape. 

For younger students, political engagement comes 
through lessons on the growth of democracy 
in Britain. In Year 8 and Year 9 we focus on the 
extension of the right to vote to different groups, 
including, in Year 9, the study of the votes for women 
movement. During these lessons, we discuss wider 
political issues such as why having a vote might be 
considered important; the girls also find out who 
their local MP is and debate whether the voting 
age should be lowered. Many students have strong 
opinions about this question and argue their case 
very forcefully! Older students have the opportunity 
to study the rise of extreme ideologies such as 

fascism and communism, the reasons why these 
ideas gained traction, and the dangers of accepting 
ideas at face value. By giving our girls the political 
vocabulary and understanding we aim to give them 
the confidence to interpret and engage with current 
affairs for themselves and on their own terms.

Across the school community, we also aim to 
broaden understanding and so widen participation, 
by responding to national and international events. 
In the last two years, girls have taken part in our 
school mock election campaigns and our own 
referendum on the EU. Our A Level Politics students 
have taken a leading role in these campaigns, 
working with the younger girls to research the 
ideologies of the leading political parties and to 
create their own versions of party manifestos, 
leaflets and posters. The Sixth Form students also 
take an active lead in educating the younger girls by 
leading assemblies on the US and British elections 
and on the EU referendum.

Encouraging engagement with the ever-changing 
political landscape is also a fundamental part of 
engaging both with the 12 Characteristics of a Mary 
Ward School and with our new High Performance 
Learning initiative. Mary Ward emphasised the need 
to embrace diversity and to eliminate injustice. 
Greater political literacy gives our students the 
language with which to challenge intolerance and 
the understanding of how to fight injustice through 
political change. A High Performance Learner is 
someone who is concerned for society, who is 
confident in their own beliefs but is also willing 
to challenge and be challenged in those beliefs. A 
political education encourages these qualities and 
will enhance our girls’ ability to make sense of the 
complexities of modern political life.

 

Dr Alison Gundy, Head of History & Politics

Preparing this year’s displays for our Sixth Form Open Evening, 
and finding that many of the resources that we had used just 
one year previously were now out-of-date, the History & Politics 
department took a moment to reflect on the seismic changes 
that we have witnessed in a very short space of time.
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to see – hopefully with so many people making trips 
to these historical sights we will make sure it doesn’t 
happen again.

I’d encourage younger students to pursue History to 
A Level because it is a never ending and engrossing 
subject. There is always more to learn and more to 
discover. Be intrigued to know what happened; even 
things that didn’t directly affect you probably have 
impacted and shaped our current way of life. I’m so 
intrigued by what has happened in the past and the 
effect it has had on the world we live in today. I’m 
not yet sure what I want to do beyond Sixth Form, 
but I want to do something that combines History, 
Geography and Art, with travelling! 

Nazifa Z., Upper Sixth student studying 
History, Politics and Chemistry at A Level
Teachers in both Politics and History at school 
really inspire us to continue our learning outside 
the classroom. I think it is so important to go 
out and learn more about both subjects: reading 
around topics in greater depth or investigating 
new ones, there is so much information to gather 
and it all relates to culture, society and most 
importantly our future. I am currently reading, 
by recommendation of Dr Gundy, Matthew 
d’Ancona’s book, Post-Truth: The New War on 
Truth and How to Fight Back. The book focuses on 
the EU Referendum and the 2016 US presidential 
election, talking about ‘the art of the lie’ and how 
it is shaping the world as we know it. The book 
discusses the history of political lies and expands 
on how they have impacted current politics.

History shows us how the present day has been 
moulded and encourages us to prevent certain 
mistakes from reoccurring. Although there are 
still elements from early modern and mediaeval 
history which are still prevalent and relatable to 
modern day, events from modern history have had 
more influence on how society works in the present 
day. We studied the Cold War era in Lower Sixth, 
which is one of my favourite periods in history. 
The Cold War was so recent and so influential to 
how modern politics is structured. In light of the 
arms race, the governments involved had to be 
tactical in the way they dealt with new threats, to 
avoid the use of nuclear weapons. This shows just 
how important political history is and how the two 
are so complementary to one another. 

In Politics, I thoroughly enjoy the topics which 
relate to the electorate and their role in the wider 
political process. Participation and voting behaviour 
are particularly interesting as they are so relevant 

to my generation and are very current issues we 
face. The electorate and the way people interact 
with politics can also have a huge impact on the 
way governments run, and it is interesting to see 
the difference that citizens can make when they 
have the opportunity to have their say and vote.  

A lot of history, unfortunately, can’t be studied in 
school because of the sheer volume there is to learn, 
so this is why I am intrigued about university, as I 
would love to progress my understanding of more 
eras and learn about the vast areas of history which 
have, unavoidably, been missed. Alongside this, 
I would hate to discontinue my Politics education. 
With politics playing a lead role in the way the world 
is run, and being a key element of history which will 
continue to be relevant and useful, the two really do 
go hand in hand! 

Niamh M., Lower Sixth student studying 
Geography, Biology and English Literature 
at A Level 
I joined the school in Year 7 and I have always 
enjoyed studying Geography, so I knew that I 
wanted to pursue the subject at A Level. My choice 
to do so stems from my interest in the world around 
me. I think studying the natural environment has 
endless possibility and it will always be relevant to 
wider society with significance to most aspects of 
life: whether that be food, or environmental policy. 
Visiting Wales during our GCSE studies has been a 
highlight of my time here. The field trip counted 
towards our coursework: we studied rivers and the 
changes they incur throughout the year, as well as 
investigating the economic situation of the area 
following the closure of the slate quarries. 

One of the most inspiring things about studying at 
this school, and in particular studying Geography 
here, is the teachers. My Geography teachers have 
always been enthusiastic which is both encouraging 
and motivating. Although I don’t know whether 
I am going to continue my Geography studies at 
university, I know that I will be studying something 
that relates to Geography, especially involving 
physical geography. I tend to prefer studying 
physical geography because I enjoy nature and in 
particular enjoy studying conservation. 

A Level Geography has inspired me to find out 
more about the world and environment we live in 
and has made me very aware of what we are doing 
right as a species, and what we need to improve on. 
The subject has developed my inquisitive nature, 
and has inspired me to pursue a career that will 
make a difference!

Student profiles continued



work. They look at the River Conway and as part of a 
physical geography project survey the changes from 
the source to the mouth of the river. They also study 
the village of Llanberis and assess to what extent the 
village has recovered from the closing of the slate 
mines. The girls use ARCGIS to record opinion about 
environmental quality in each place, which is then 
geo-tagged by location; 
they conduct traffic counts 
and questionnaires; and 
they use non-participant 
surveys to decide whether 
people might be tourists/
locals, happy/sad, and to 
explain why they thought 
this. In the end they can 
weigh up the evidence and 
see how well Llanberis has recovered from the closure 
of the slate workings and the loss of 3,000 jobs.

Sixth Form 
In the Sixth Form the students love visiting Norfolk. 
They visit Sea Palling to study the differences 
between the wave energy behind the offshore reefs 
and in the gaps between the reefs, and the girls 
conduct a series of beach profiles to compare the 
differences between beaches behind reefs and those 
in the gaps between reefs, to show how the coastal 
landscape has changed in response to management 

strategies in ways that were not expected by civil 
engineers. They also walk the length of Blakeney Spit 
and measure pebble shapes and sizes to see if there 
is any variation along the spit. In the Lower Sixth 
students conduct independent investigations, and 
the topics, as well as the girls’ methods of presenting 
their findings, are always fascinating. For example, 

Maddie B. is researching 
the perceptions by 
residents and tourists 
of coastal defences; 
Karla M. is looking at the 
relationship between 
people’s appreciation of 
the environment, and what 
impact visiting a national 
park has on people’s 

perception; Annie Q. is investigating globalisation in 
Mill Road, Cambridge compared to Burnham Market, 
Norfolk; and Daisy K. is considering perceptions of 
Cambridge held by local people and visitors, based 
on an iconic photo of King’s College, Cambridge and 
the first word it makes people think of when they see 
the image. This is the attraction of Geography – it’s 
always evolving and there is always something new 
to learn!
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An exploration 
into Geography 

Year 7
Year 7 students have been researching waterfalls 
recently, in preparation for the Summer Term trip 
to the Epping Forest Field Study Centre where they 
will carry out a geographical enquiry on the topic of 
rivers and consider questions such as ‘How do the 
characteristics of Debden Brook change as we go 
downstream?’. The group will measure pebble size 
and shape, river velocity, channel depth and width 
using a range of fieldwork equipment. They will write 
up their conclusions and present their data. 

Year 8 
The Year 8 students are currently studying 
colonialism and considering whether this contributes 
to a lack of development. The girls have investigated 
the impact of debt on developing countries, and 
learnt about the UN millennium goals and the debt 
that was cancelled in 2000. The group has also 
thought about which factors of a country are not 
as easily addressed, such as having a landlocked 
position or being in an area subject to plagues of 
locusts. An activity the girls recently worked on was 
to consider how difficult it is for countries exporting 
cocoa beans to make sufficient money – and the 
girls created posters to represent how £1 paid for a 
chocolate bar in a shop in the UK would be shared 
by the different parties involved in creating and 
selling the chocolate bar, and how unfair this is 
for cocoa farmers in Ghana. Year 8 students visit 
Cadbury World in Bournville, Birmingham, as part 

of their studies and learn about primary, secondary 
and tertiary industries, focusing on examples of how 
these sectors play a role in chocolate production and 
retail. The girls always enjoy sampling some melted 
chocolate pots and finding out why Bournville was 
chosen as the location for the first Cadbury factory. 
The trip helps to bring together the theoretical 
concepts that the students learn in the Autumn and 
Spring Terms and show how these are applied to the 
real world.

Year 9 
This term Year 9 students have undertaken a research 
project on coral reefs. They were asked to choose 
one sea creature and to investigate how their chosen 
creature has adapted to life on the reef – for example, 
turtles are pale underneath so that predators 
beneath them can’t easily spot them against the 
bright surface, and are dark on top so that predators 
above them can’t easily see them against the darker 
water below. The girls then created a coral reef biome 
to display on the glass wall of room 22, with parrot 
fish, zebra fish, angel fish and sea sharks depicted 
as well as turtles, fishing nets, litter, the sun, and, 
importantly, corals along the ‘sea floor’. 

GCSE 
GCSE Geography students still enjoy lively lessons, 
and a Year 10 group recently constructed drainage 
basins using playdough and went on to investigate 
meanders and flood plains. Later in Year 10 students 
visit North Wales to conduct two pieces of GCSE field Miss Fleur Spore, Head of Geography

Head of Geography Miss Fleur Spore explores Geography 
topics covered in the Senior School and Sixth Form.

The girls always enjoy 
sampling some melted 

chocolate pots and finding 
out why Bournville was 

chosen as the location for 
the first Cadbury factory. 

Year 8 student planning a poster to represent how the payment 
of £1 for a chocolate bar is shared

Sixth Form field trip to Norfolk

Year 7 created information for tourists about High Force waterfallYear 9 coral reef biome



Some psychologists specialise in the 
experiences that lead to certain behaviours, 
and others are concerned with the connections 

in the brain that result in what we feel, do and are. 
Some look especially at formative experiences in 
childhood and their effect in later life, while some 
devote themselves to thinking processes that we all 
take for granted.

At A Level, our students explore all of these 
approaches, in topics in the first year including social 
influence, mental disorders, infant attachments, 
and memory. In the second year the girls turn their 
attention to a more detailed study of topics, from 
a range of perspectives, such as addiction, gender 
and eating disorders. They cover elements of bio-
psychology too, and throughout the course take a 
critical look at methodology and how we can find 
out about the mysteries of the most complex and 
sophisticated thing in the known universe - the 
human brain. The group also takes time to consider 
some of the big questions that cannot be avoided: 
about universality and individuality, or the place of 
free will, or differences in culture, or ethical issues 
raised in research. 

Students are invited to conduct experiments and 
even design their own studies. We recently spent 
time examining the way that memory works, and 
one large-scale experiment we did was a repetition 

of a classic by Craig and Lockhart. We looked at 
the way that the level at which you process 
something might affect your ability to remember 
it. We conducted a well-designed, well counter-
balanced experiment, and we were able to 
confirm our hypothesis, that the best way to learn 
something is not just to repeat it or read it over, 
but to manipulate the information, to process it, 
because then you are necessarily understanding it 
too – and it seems that understanding is the most 
important part of cementing memory. 

We have two Psychology classes in both the Lower 
and Upper Sixth, which goes to show both the 
popularity of the subject among our students, but 
also that it is a subject that, in terms of timetable, 
fits alongside most combinations of other subjects 
at A Level. This is quite fitting considering 
Psychology is a subject that has much to offer 
students whatever their future ambition may be, 
as it works well to help us properly reflect on how 
we, and others, behave, and work well together. 
16 alumnae are currently studying the subject at 
university, including Jess F. who left this summer 
and who you will hear more from in the alumnae 
interviews section.
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A foray into Psychology 

Mr Reg Quirk, Head of social sciences and 
teacher of Psychology

Interviews with alumnae
Jess F., alumna, is in her first year 
at Northumbria University, reading 
Psychology
I joined St Mary’s School, Cambridge in Year 6 and 
first took Psychology when I started my A Levels. 
As it was a new subject I didn’t know very much about 
it – I just knew we would be looking at the brain! 

I think Psychology is fascinating – when we learnt 
about eating disorders I thought it was really 
interesting to see how and why somebody would 
behave in that way. For instance there could be 
social, family, media influences behind people’s 
behaviours – is it because we’ve all been presented 
with this ‘perfect image’? We also looked at 
attachment and the different types of attachments 
between parents and babies. I hadn’t realised a child 
would need so much attention for it to have a close 
relationship with its parents – and also how this 
would affect its relationships in the future.

I guess we’ve all, to a degree, got something in 
us that makes us act in a particular way, and it 
could be because of the way we’ve been brought 
up by our families, but also because of everything 
that is constantly happening around us. Studying 
Psychology has made me more aware of all of these 
influences. 

Yinuo M., alumna, is in her first year 
at Emmanuel College, University of 
Cambridge, reading History
When I first arrived at St Mary’s School, Cambridge 
I initially wanted to pursue sciences, so one of my 
subject choices was Physics. I soon became aware 
that, although I enjoyed Physics, it was not my 
passion. I was delighted when the school allowed me 
to switch to History and I have been captivated ever 
since by all that the subject comprises. From ancient 
history to contemporary topics, any subject that 
you research enough or immerse yourself in is as 
fascinating as the next. 

My home is China and my family still lives there, 
so it will probably be unsurprising that I am 
particularly fond of Chinese history as it is the 
most relatable to my ancestors. It was great to 
have the opportunity to delve deeper into Chinese 
history when we studied Mao’s Chinese Revolution 
in Mr Hemingway’s class. Mr Hemingway was an 
inspiration to me throughout my studies; he also 
read History at the University of Cambridge and 
both he and Mrs Latham were happy to help me with 

the application process in the preliminary stage 
of applying to Emmanuel College. 

Upon arrival at the university I quickly realised that 
the style of essay writing was much more personal 
than the more comparative style expected at A Level, 
but that the critical thinking skills I learnt from 
my studies at Sixth Form have been imperative to 
reading the subject.

Alex H., alumna, has started a Masters in 
Human Geography and Urban Planning at 
the London School of Economics (LSE)
I have always loved Geography: I find it fascinating 
to explore the way that humans interact with 
space, whether they are physical hazards or social 
issues. My Geography teachers at St Mary’s School, 
Cambridge played a key role in developing my 
passion because they always encouraged me and 
taught in a stimulating and engaging manner. 

I am particularly interested in conducting interviews 
and focus groups to find things out at a local scale 
but also appreciate the importance of using statistics 
and spatial mapping to explore broader trends. 
My favourite aspect is urban geography and how 
political, social and economic issues influence how 
people experience space. In my MSc, I am looking at 
wider global perspectives of cities and a very recently 
published book, The New Urban Crisis, by Professor 
Richard Florida.

I particularly enjoyed the case studies we looked 
at in Sixth Form as they introduced me to key 
concepts of space, time, place and scale. They 
also enhanced my analytical skill, which has been 
useful at both undergraduate and post-graduate 
degree level. Analysis and evaluation are vital 
skills for any geographer, so it is important to 
embed these skills early, something St Mary’s 
School, Cambridge does well. In my undergraduate 
degree I was awarded a Dean’s Commendation for 
Academic Excellence, which finally persuaded me 
that my teachers at school were right: I could do it 
if I worked hard enough! 

In the Lower Sixth we had the fantastic opportunity 
to go on a trip to Iceland. The experience provided 
us all with an opportunity to put some of what we 
were learning into context. For me, seeing the glacial 
features that we were studying up close, such as the 
geysers, was something that I will never forget. Being 
a keen swimmer I also really enjoyed swimming in 
the Blue Lagoon as a once in a life time opportunity.

Psychology can be described as the study of 
the human mind and behaviour. But it has been 
studied in a number of different ways. 
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